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OPTISAN® PRO PC SERIES 10x42 BINOCULARS
Optics Built To Perform in the Most Extreme Conditions
Success or failure most often hinges on the quality of your glass. After spending thousands of dollars for the hunt of a lifetime,
you cannot afford anything less than the highest quality, best performing optics. Optisan’s Pro PC Series 10x42 Binocular not
only delivers the superior quality and performance hunters expect when in the field, they’re built to last and handle the weather
and rigors of rugged country others dare not tread.
Optisan’s Pro PC Series 10x42 Binoculars deliver unparalleled quality with high image contrast in bright or low light conditions.
The razor sharp image is also as clear in the center of the lens as it is around the edges. This allows the Pro PC Series 10x42
to gather more light and deliver a full field of view, unlike many offerings touted by the competition.
The heart of the Pro PC Series 10x42 Binoculars is Optisan’s ETE+ Microlux Fully Multi-Coated glass. This is further
enhanced by Optisan’s premium-index phase-coated BaK4 prism. The end result is a viewing experience other optic
manufacturers can only aspire to deliver.
The rugged design and legendary toughness of the Pro PC Series 10x42 Binocular comes in part from Optisan’s lightweight
Semi-Aro Thermotech 98™ housing, which features 98% of the properties of Magnesium alloy while being 20% lighter. Light
enough to be comfortably carried when scouting the ground ahead, its construction also guarantees long-term alignment for
years of use. This provides added value from an already superior viewing experience. Even Mother Nature is no match for the
Pro PC Series 10x42 Binocular thanks to the O-ring sealed, dry-lab nitrogen-filled housing to prevent moisture, dust and dirt
from infiltrating the housing.
Those seeking the joys from views only achieved by treading virgin country demand a quality viewing experience, but not at
the expense of ergonomics. Fortunately, Optisan’s binoculars are ready to deliver with an open-hinge design, patented
integrated locking diopter adjustment and center-focusing wheel. The Pro PC Series compliments its ergonomics with comfort
by including a long eye relief and twist-up eyecups for a customized fit and view.
A leader in precision optics throughout Europe and the UK, Optisan riflescopes and binoculars are now available in the U.S.
Made famous for its commitment to product development and innovation, Optisan has built a reputation for high quality
products and attention to detail in all aspects of European design. With worldwide sales and distribution in over 30 countries
and its own manufacturing facilities in three countries, Optisan has a true global presence. Unlike most U.S. Optics brands that
only “market” optical riflescopes and binoculars, Optisan designs optics and develops new products and manufacturing
processes for its ISO9000 certified manufacturing facilities. By knowing what is on the inside of the riflescope allows for more
control over the total quality of the product. All Optisan riflescopes are backed with a Lifetime Warranty and serviced in the
United States.

To learn more about Optisan products including detail specifications, customer support and the Optisan Lifetime
warranty visit www.optisanoptics.com
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